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Better than the original
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HPS - High Performance Standard

Track control arms
Product group 19

Disc brake kits
brake rotors and pads (some HPS parts)
Product group 47

Tie rod ends
Product group 19

Suspension arm repair kits 
Product group 19

Ball joints
Product group 19 Hybrid Wipers

Product group 104

Stabilisier links
Product group 19

Be better than average with MAPCO® HPS products.

Automotive replacement parts from MAPCO® 
Autotechnik are always manufactured to OE 
quality. But should our meticulous engineers 
find that the OE manufacturers‘ workmanship is 
demonstrably below par or that technical advances 
are possible, the parts are redesigned. The goal: 
a High Performance Standard (HPS) significantly 
exceeding the quality of the original parts.  
As a result, HPS spare parts from MAPCO® 

Autotechnik GmbH are technically innovative, their 
resistance to wear ensuring a long service life. For 
instance HPS stabilizer bars are manufactured with 
round bar steel from 12mm thickness compared to the 
8mm thickness of most OE manufacturer parts. This 
way the HPS version has a much lower probability 
to bend and hence a longer life span. MAPCO® HPS 
products combine innovative engineering with low 
wear and tear.
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HPS - High Performance Standard

HIGH PERFORMANCE STANDARD
for stabiliser bars

12 mm round steel
∙ Stronger resistance to bending or buckling under higher loads
∙ Reinforced round steel

Utilisation of semi-synthetic grease
∙ Semi-synthetic grease for long life lubrication of ball joints
∙ Higher protection against corrosion
∙ Reduced slip stick

Mirror-finished surface
∙ Reduction of abrasive wear und tear
∙ Increase in service life
∙ Shorter running-in period

Special boots
∙ Increase in the range of operating temperature
∙ Improved durability of the boots

TÜV certified

Quality products from MAPCO® are tested in 
Germany and have proven successful worldwide

The High Performance Standard is not an empty 
promise. MAPCO® has had its HPS technology certified 
by TÜV Rheinland, with selected functionally relevant 
quality characteristics of the components undergoing 
testing. The list of criteria, which is adopted on a 
voluntary basis, examines for example the strength of 
the used materials and the stability of sealing boots 
under environmental influences, as well as assessing 
the wear at the rod ends. Following successful testing, 
TÜV Rheinland certified the HPS components and 

awarded the TÜV signet. With these customized 
ID numbers, the certificates can be viewed at our 
MAPCO® homepage and at www.certipedia.com.  
MAPCO® products are not only sold in Germany 
but globally and therefore are directly available in a 
variety of countries. Many customers swear by the 
tested quality out of Germany. The great success in a 
lot of countries is proof for the capabilities of MAPCO® 
products and customer satisfaction worldwide.
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TecDoc award for MAPCO® Autotechnik

The data quality of MAPCO® is outstanding as well. Hence MAPCO® is a „TecDoc 
Certified Data Supplier“. Especially our customers from dealerships to workshops 
benefit from a clear data structure that makes the identification of parts such an 
easy task.

Wide selection of products, constantly available from 
stock and brought quickly to the customer

Products of MAPCO® Autotechnik have been sold in the 
millions. As a manufacturer of high quality spare parts 
MAPCO® offers more than 20.000 items for brands from 
Alfa Romeo to Volvo. MAPCO® owns multiple central 
warehouses in Germany and a variety of warehouses all 
over the country and throughout Europe called Regional 
Centers. That is why MAPCO® parts are always nearby 
and quickly and reliably available to our customers.

MAPCO® products cover a considerable range of 
mechanical and electronic replacement parts that is 
divided into five columns:

- Steering / Suspension parts

- Brakes

- Drive Train / Bearings

- Engine enviroment / Filters

- Electric / Accessories

Contact 
MAPCO Autotechnik GmbH
Zentrale
Moosweg 1
14822 Borkheide · GERMANY

T: +49 33845 / 6 00 30
F: +49 33845 / 4 10 32
E-Mail: info@mapco.de
www.mapco.com

MAPCO Autotechnik UK Limited
Unit 8, By-Pass Park Estate 
Sherburn-in-Elmet
LS25 6EP Leeds

T: +44 1977 / 301461
F: +44 1977 / 682076
E-Mail: info@mapco-automotive.co.uk
www.mapco-automotive.co.uk

MAPCO Autotechnik GmbH
France
23, rue d‘Arsonval
F-69680 Chassieu

T: +33 4 37 25 85 97
F: +33 4 72 90 13 73
E-Mail: info.france@mapco.eu
www.mapco-france.com

MAPCO
Polígono Industrial Alcalá X,
calle 2 nave 10
41500 Alcalá de Guadaira
Sevilla, Spain

T: +34 6 87 70 82 07
E-Mail: pedidos@mapco.es
www.mapco.es

MAPCO
Deposito Italia
Via G. Palatucci 5
47122 Forlí (FC)

T: +39 0543 1 75 31 26
F: +39 0543 1 75 31 26
E-Mail: info@mapco-italia.it
www.mapco-italia.it
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